PESTECH ANNUAL DINNER 2019
“WILD WILD WEST”

PESTECH celebrated yet another year of success and growth with a “Wild Wild West” themed dinner
attended by almost 300 employees on 25 January 2019. The Saujana Hotel, Kuala Lumpur was a
perfect setting for the evening. The annual dinner provides a good opportunity for everyone to get
together and let their hair down.
The evening kicked off with a lines of carnival
games before the start of annual dinner.
Awesome door gifts were given to PESTIONs
during the registration; this includes laptop
bags, umbrellas, flasks, lunch boxes and others.
The evening dazzled right from the start with
two charming emcees - Muaz and Siti Nuraisyah
as they welcome PESTIONs to the night of ‘Wild
Wild West’’.

PESTECH contributed RM3,888 to SJK (C) Lick Hung, a
Selangor’s high performing school

With lion dance performance from SJK (C) Lick Hung as the main opening act, the audience were
thrilled with the energetic performance. It is a part of PESTECH’s CSR initiatives to engage with SJK (C)
Lick Hung, a Selangor’s high-performance school. For this glorious evening, PESTECH invited a group
of 45 students from this school to perform various performances. A contribution of RM3,888 was also
presented to the school during the annual dinner.
PESTIONs dined together with the Chinese cuisine – the food was magnificent as expected.
Proceedings moved on quickly and the whole atmosphere was lively as Mr. Paul Lim, Group Chief
Executive Officer, PESTECH International Berhad, gave an incredibly moving welcome speech.
PESTIONs were then entertained with a ‘Year in Review’ video that showcased all the happening
events throughout the year 2018 – it’s a symbolic act to see the company grown bigger and stronger
and how it brings all employees together.
PESTIONs caught up on the wonderful and amazing performances from SJK (C) Lick Hung which include
the 24 Festival Drum Performance, Diabolo, Latin Dance, singing and cheerleading. The audience were
also amazed by the special K-Pop performance by a dancing duet by Siti Nuraisyah and Nik Syazwan,
called the Dancing Duo.

The most meaningful part of the evening was perhaps the ‘Long Service Award’ as most of the
PESTIONs were immensely proud of all the awards recipients. This ceremony symbolizes PESTECH’s
appreciation and recognition to the staff who have served the Company for many years of services.
Mr. Lee Kong Tee, the General Manager of PESTECH Sdn Bhd, who has served the company for 15
years gave a meaningful speech on his tenure with the Company.
The best part of the night was the ‘Lucky Draw Challenges’ segment where PESTIONs competed with
each other in order to win amazing prizes by participating in “Minute to Win” games. Mr Lau Kar Heng
has won the Grand Prize of a Samsung 65” Curved Smart UHD TV while Ananthan and Mr Lee Kong
Tee won the 2nd and 3rd Prize respectively.

Howdy! Our Group CEO with two best creative
outfit winners

As the evening goes by, the Best Creative Outfit Competition supplied plenty of laughter, as each
nominated contestant cat-walked and introduced themselves with their unique gesture to the
audiences. Mr. Parseraman has won the Best Creative Outfit for Men Category while Ms. Nurul
Syuhadah has won the Women Category.
All things considered, it was a wonderfully alluring night, everyone stayed till the very end and
PESTIONs finally adjourned at 10.30 pm.
You may view the full album at the Public Share,
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Fanny Chan was having plenty of fun in the arrow
and bow games after the registration

A cowboy gang ready to make a big entrance

Red indian themed employees attracts the most

One, two, strike a pose!

Our Group Chief Executive Officer welcomed us with
his heart-warming welcome speech

The energetic lion dance performance from
SJK (C) Lick Hung

It’s a tie for this round of games.
Time for rock-paper-scissors!

‘’How’s it hanging?” game gave us the
best laughter for the night

Watch out everyone! Its time for our brave
contestants to introduce themselves
in order to win best creative outfit

Congrats to Lau Kar Heng as he won the
much-awaited grand prize!

